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"We are all a little wild here with numerous projects of social reform," Ralph Waldo
Emerson wrote in 1840 about the spirit of his time. "Not a reading man but has a draft
of a new community in his waistcoat pocket." Almost a century later, five idealists,
similarly committed to social reform, founded a new community, Camp Woodland, in
upstate New York inspired by the spirit of their time. Some founders were educators.
Others contributed administrative talents to the camp's operations. All were committed
to racial and social justice and cultural diversity. Well before the currency of the Civil
Rights Movement, Camp Woodland introduced a racially and ethnically diverse group of
campers and staff into a traditional, rural community and succeeded in having its
progressive vision accepted and embraced by its neighbors. How was a camp like
Woodland able to become part of the rural community in which it was located? How did
it earn the trust and acceptance of its mountain neighbors? And how was it able to
harmonize potentially incompatible cultures? The Improbable Community tells the story
of this achievement and recounts the collection of folk music, folklore and history by
Camp Woodland that was an outgrowth of the friendships it formed.
How does the U.S. Post Office plan to deliver mail after atomic Armageddon? How do
oil industry executives intend to collect 10 million gallons of oil spilled in the Gulf of
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Alaska? How do regulators try to convince people that everyone can be evacuated from
congested Long Island after a nuclear power plant destroys itself? Lee Clarke enters
the world of managers and experts to find out how governments and corporations plan
for massive disaster when they have no clue as to how to go about it. He argues that
managers create plans that are "fantasy documents," rhetorical tools that are used to
convince audiences that experts are in charge and that all is well. Provocative and
written for a general audience, Mission Improbable makes the case that society would
be safer, smarter, and fairer if organizations would admit their limitations.
A well-known statistician presents his theory that extraordinary and rare events are
actually commonplace and cites stories of two-time lottery winners and other bizarre
coincidences to support his theory that unlikely events statistically must happen. 50,000
first printing.
Chronicles the emergence of yoga in Jazz Age New York, tracing the contributions of
notorious instructor Pierre Bernard, who trained with an Indian master before
introducing wealthy patrons to modern yogic principles from his increasingly profitable
Hudson River ashram.
VC
The Improbable Life Of Tiny Tim
Lessons From An Improbable Life
Imperfect
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Between the Bridge and the River
Harry Truman's Improbable Victory and the Year that Transformed America's Role in
the World
An Unlikely Journey
Searching for Whitopia

As Bing Crosby once put it, Tiny Tim represents 'one of the
most phenomenal success stories in show business'. In 1968,
after years of playing dive bars and lesbian cabarets on the
Greenwich Village scene, rubbing shoulders with the likes of
Bob Dylan and Lenny Bruce, the forty-something falsettovoiced, ukulele-playing Tiny Tim landed a recording contract
with Sinatra's Reprise label and an appearance on NBC's
Laugh-In. The resulting album, God Bless Tiny Tim, and its
single, 'Tip-toe Thru' The Tulips With Me', catapulted him
to the highest levels of fame. Soon, Tiny was playing to
huge audiences in the USA and Europe, while his marriage to
the seventeen-year-old 'Miss' Vicki was broadcast on The
Tonight Show in front of an audience of fifty million.
Before long, however, his star began to fade. Miss Vicki
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left him, his earnings evaporated, and the mainstream turned
its back on him. He would spend the rest of his life trying
to revive his career, with many of those attempts taking a
turn toward the absurd. But while he is often characterized
as an oddball curio, Tiny Tim was a master interpreter and
student of early American popular song, and his story is one
of Shakespearean tragedy framed around a bizarre yet
loveable public persona. Here, drawing on dozens of new
interviews, never-before-seen diaries, and years of original
research, author Justin Martell brings that story to life
with the first serious biography of one of the most
fascinating yet misunderstood figures in popular music.
Waking up one morning to find a talking cat on his head,
Ethan is informed that the cat will not leave until he Ethan - wins a game of probability.
Four tales about falling for a man in uniform. Huan is a
hopeless romantic living in Seattle. Arthur's a soldier
shipping out to Iraq. Something sparks when their paths
cross... Being a British police officer is all Eli's ever
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known, then he meets Gloria Hole, a drag queen who's an
expert at turning heads and causing trouble... There's not
much night life in Ezra's quaint hometown, there is the prim
bookstore owner Vincent, who Ezra's determined to woo with
book titles... It's 1976 and Dov indulges once a year behind
a gay bar across town. Then Detective Charles Blasted
Coleman catches him in the act... For four men and the men
in uniform with whom they fall in love, what may seem the
end of everything, turns out to be only the beginning.
The 1948 election was a war for the soul of the Democratic
Party, with accidental president Harry Truman pitted against
Henry Wallace, his embittered left-wing predecessor as vice
president, and young South Carolina segregationist Dixiecrat
Strom Thurmond. On the GOP side, it's a four-way battle
between cold-as-ice New Yorker Tom Dewey, Minnesota upstart
Harold Stassen, stodgy but brilliant Ohio conservative
Robert Taft, and imperious but aged Douglas MacArthur.
Author David Pietrusza goes beyond the headlines to place in
context a down-to-the-wire fight against the background of
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an erupting Cold War, the birth of Israel, storms over civil
rights, and domestic communism. Featuring a stellar
supporting cast: Alger Hiss, Whitaker Chambers, Richard
Nixon, Hubert Humphrey, Earl Warren, Paul Robeson, Lillian
Hellman, Pete Seeger, Eleanor Roosevelt, Joe McCarthy, Clark
Clifford, William O. Douglas, George C. Marshall, John
Foster Dulles, Adlai Stevenson, Lyndon Johnson, H. L.
Mencken, Harold Ickes, Clare and Henry Luce, and Ronald
Reagan.--From publisher description.
Our Kids
A Novel
American on Purpose
Funnybooks
Thoughts on Reclaiming the American Dream
Eternal Troubadour
An American History
Houston's Architectural and Urban History
Funnybooks is the story of the most popular American comic
books of the 1940s and 1950s, those published under the
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Dell label. For a time, “Dell Comics Are Good Comics” was
more than a slogan—it was a simple statement of fact. Many
of the stories written and drawn by people like Carl Barks
(Donald Duck, Uncle Scrooge), John Stanley (Little Lulu),
and Walt Kelly (Pogo) repay reading and rereading by
educated adults even today, decades after they were
published as disposable entertainment for children. Such
triumphs were improbable, to say the least, because
midcentury comics were so widely dismissed as trash by
angry parents, indignant librarians, and even many of the
people who published them. It was all but miraculous that a
few great cartoonists were able to look past that nearly
universal scorn and grasp the artistic potential of their
medium. With clarity and enthusiasm, Barrier explains what
made the best stories in the Dell comic books so special.
He deftly turns a complex and detailed history into an
expressive narrative sure to appeal to an audience beyond
scholars and historians.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated,
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unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!),
original and musing book reviews of "American on Purpose:
The Improbable Adventures of an Unlikely Patriot." Don't
say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock
with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be
startled by their biting sincerity; others may be
spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy
this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You
expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've
heard it all.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Barack Obama’s lucid vision
of America’s place in the world and call for a new kind of
politics that builds upon our shared understandings as
Americans, based on his years in the Senate “In our
lowdown, dispiriting era, Obama’s talent for proposing
humane, sensible solutions with uplifting, elegant prose
does fill one with hope.”—Michael Kazin, The Washington
Post In July 2004, four years before his presidency, Barack
Obama electrified the Democratic National Convention with
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an address that spoke to Americans across the political
spectrum. One phrase in particular anchored itself in
listeners’ minds, a reminder that for all the discord and
struggle to be found in our history as a nation, we have
always been guided by a dogged optimism in the future, or
what Obama called “the audacity of hope.” The Audacity of
Hope is Barack Obama’s call for a different brand of
politics—a politics for those weary of bitter partisanship
and alienated by the “endless clash of armies” we see in
congress and on the campaign trail; a politics rooted in
the faith, inclusiveness, and nobility of spirit at the
heart of “our improbable experiment in democracy.” He
explores those forces—from the fear of losing to the
perpetual need to raise money to the power of the
media—that can stifle even the best-intentioned politician.
He also writes, with surprising intimacy and selfdeprecating humor, about settling in as a senator, seeking
to balance the demands of public service and family life,
and his own deepening religious commitment. At the heart of
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this book is Barack Obama’s vision of how we can move
beyond our divisions to tackle concrete problems. He
examines the growing economic insecurity of American
families, the racial and religious tensions within the body
politic, and the transnational threats—from terrorism to
pandemic—that gather beyond our shores. And he grapples
with the role that faith plays in a democracy—where it is
vital and where it must never intrude. Underlying his
stories is a vigorous search for connection: the foundation
for a radically hopeful political consensus. Only by
returning to the principles that gave birth to our
Constitution, Obama says, can Americans repair a political
process that is broken, and restore to working order a
government that has fallen dangerously out of touch with
millions of ordinary Americans. Those Americans are out
there, he writes—“waiting for Republicans and Democrats to
catch up with them.”
In his memoir American on Purpose, Craig Ferguson, host of
The Late, Late Show, traces his journey from working-class
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Glasgow to the comedic limelight of Hollywood and American
citizenship. Moving and achingly funny, American on Purpose
moves from Ferguson’s early life as an alcoholic to his
stint on The Drew Carey Show to his decision to become a
U.S. citizen in its unique and honest look at his version
of the American dream.
Mango and Peppercorns
The Rise and Fall of an Improbable Food
The Bald Eagle: The Improbable Journey of America's Bird
Improbable Metropolis
An Improbable Journey of How the Last Kid Picked Became a
Division 1 All-American
Camp Woodland and the American Democratic Ideal
The Improbable Adventures of an Unlikely Patriot
The Improbability of Love
UNWANTED is a book designed to help every high school baseball player who is
struggling with the recruiting process. Each year, thousands of high school athletes will
participate in showcases, tryouts, and combines with high hopes of being recognized and
desired to play at the next level. Unfortunately, the vast majority will pay to play and be
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left with nothing but an empty wallet and a bruised ego. This book gives a first-hand
account of how Ryan Prinzing was told by countless scouts and coaches that he did not fit
the mold of a Division 1 baseball player, yet creatively found a way onto a team at the last
possible moment. Now, he wants to help others do the same. Ryan not only shares his story,
but then he also offers you the strategies, tools, and tips he utilized to not just make a
Division 1 roster, but succeed on the field at the highest level. UNWANTED will inspire
you to relentlessly chase your dreams and rise above the judgment, scrutiny, and
resistance you will encounter along the way. But most importantly, put you in the best
position to succeed in reaching your outcome of playing college baseball.
Just over 180 years ago, the city of Houston was nothing more than an alligator-infested
swamp along the Buffalo Bayou that spread onto a flat, endless plain. Today, it is a
sprawling, architecturally and culturally diverse metropolis. How did one transform into
the other in such a short period? Improbable Metropolis uses the built environment as a
guide to explore the remarkable evolution Houston has undergone from 1836 to the
present. Houston’s architecture, an indicator of its culture and prosperity, has been
inconsistent, often predictable, sometimes bizarre, and occasionally extraordinary.
Industries from cotton, lumber, sugar, and rail and water transportation, to petroleum,
healthcare, biomedical research, and aerospace have each in turn brought profit and
attention to Houston. Each created an associated building boom, expanding the city’s
architectural sophistication, its footprint, and its cultural breadth. Providing a template
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for architectural investigations of other American cities, Improbable Metropolis is an
important addition to the literature on Texas history.
At the dawn of the twentieth century, Theodore Roosevelt and J. Pierpont Morgan were
the two most powerful men in America, perhaps the world. As the nation’s preeminent
financier, Morgan presided over an elemental shift in American business, away from
family-owned companies and toward modern corporations of unparalleled size and
influence. As president, Theodore Roosevelt expanded the power of that office to an
unprecedented degree, seeking to rein in those corporations and to rebalance their
interests with those of workers, consumers, and society at large. Overpowering figures and
titanic personalities, Roosevelt and Morgan could easily have become sworn enemies. And
when they have been considered together (never before at book length), they have
generally been portrayed as battling colossi, the great trust builder versus the original
trustbuster. But their long association was far more complex than that, and even mutually
beneficial. Despite their many differences in temperament and philosophy, Roosevelt and
Morgan had much in common—social class, an unstinting Victorian moralism, a drive for
power, a need for order, and a genuine (though not purely altruistic) concern for the
welfare of the nation. Working this common ground, the premier progressive and the
quintessential capitalist were able to accomplish what neither could have achieved
alone—including, more than once, averting national disaster. In the process they also
changed forever the way that government and business worked together. An Unlikely
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Trust is the story of the uneasy but fruitful collaboration between Theodore Roosevelt and
Pierpont Morgan. It is also the story of how government and business evolved from a
relationship of laissez-faire to the active regulation that we know today. And it is an
account of how, despite all that has changed in America over the past century, so much
remains the same, including the growing divide between rich and poor; the tangled bonds
uniting politicians and business leaders; and the pervasive feeling that government is
working for the special interests rather than for the people. Not least of all, it is the story of
how citizens with vastly disparate outlooks and interests managed to come together for the
good of their common country.
The game is afoot! Night Shade Books is proud to present the fantastic adventures of the
world's greatest detective — mystery, fantasy, science fiction, horror, no genre can escape
the esteemed detective's needle-sharp intellect and intuition. This reprint anthology
showcases the best Holmes short fiction from the last 25 years, featuring stories by such
visionaries as Stephen King, Neil Gaimen, Laura King, and many others.
The Improbability Principle
The Last American Aristocrat
A novel
A Reason to Believe
Impossible Owls
Improbable Scholars
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Women Love Girth... the Fattest 100 Facts on American on Purpose

Between 2007 and 2009, Rich Benjamin, a journalistadventurer, packed his bags and embarked on a 26,909-mile
journey throughout the heart of white America, to some of
the fastest-growing and whitest locales in our nation. By
2042, whites will no longer be the American majority. As
immigrant populations--largely people of color--increase in
cities and suburbs, more and more whites are moving to small
towns and exurban areas that are predominately, even
extremely, white. Rich Benjamin calls these enclaves
"Whitopias" (pronounced: "White-o-pias"). His journey to
unlock the mysteries of Whitopias took him from a three-day
white separatist retreat with links to Aryan Nations in
North Idaho to the inner sanctum of George W. Bush's White
House--and many points in between. And to learn what makes
Whitopias tick, and why and how they are growing, he lived
in three of them (in Georgia, Idaho, and Utah) for several
months apiece. A compelling raconteur, bon vivant, and
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scholar, Benjamin reveals what Whitopias are like and
explores the urgent social and political implications of
this startling phenomenon. The glow of Barack Obama's
historic election cannot obscure the racial and economic
segregation still vexing America. Obama's presidency has
actually raised the stakes in a battle royale between two
versions of America: one that is broadly comfortable with
diversity yet residentially segregated (ObamaNation) and one
that does not mind a little ethnic food or a few mariachi
dancers--as long as these trends do not overwhelm a white
dominant culture (Whitopia).
Finalist for the Baileys Women's Prize Annie McDee, thirtyone, lives in a shabby London flat, works as a chef, and is
struggling to get by. Reeling from a sudden breakup, she’s
taken on an unsuitable new lover and finds herself rummaging
through a secondhand shop to buy him a birthday gift. A
dusty, anonymous old painting catches her eye. After
spending her meager savings on the artwork, Annie prepares
an exquisite birthday dinner for two—only to be stood up.
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The painting becomes hers, and Annie begins to suspect that
it may be more valuable than she’d thought. Soon she finds
herself pursued by parties who would do anything to possess
her picture: an exiled Russian oligarch, an avaricious
sheikha, an unscrupulous art dealer. In her search for the
painting’s identity, Annie will unwittingly discover some of
the darkest secrets of European history—and the possibility
of falling in love again.
“In principle, venture capital is where the ordinarily
conservative, cynical domain of big money touches dreamy,
long-shot enterprise. In practice, it has become the
distinguishing big-business engine of our time...[A] firstrate history.” —New Yorker “An excellent and original
economic history of venture capital.” —Tyler Cowen, Marginal
Revolution “It is an article of faith that ready access to
venture capital makes an economy more dynamic. Nicholas
frames the case historically.” —Wall Street Journal “A
detailed, fact-filled account of America’s most celebrated
moneymen.” —New Republic VC tells the riveting story of how
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the venture capital industry arose from America’s
longstanding identification with entrepreneurship and risktaking. Whether the venture is a whaling voyage setting sail
from New Bedford (as in VC’s infancy) or the latest Silicon
Valley startup, VC is a state of mind as much as a way of
doing business, exemplified by an appetite for seeking
extreme financial rewards, a tolerance for failure and
experimentation, and a faith in the promise of innovation to
generate new wealth. Tom Nicholas’s authoritative history
takes us on a roller coaster of entrepreneurial successes
and setbacks. It describes how iconic firms like Kleiner
Perkins and Sequoia invested in Genentech and Apple as it
tells the larger story of VC’s birth and evolution,
revealing along the way why it is such a quintessentially
American institution—one that has proven difficult to
recreate elsewhere.
From a brilliant new talent comes a riveting novel of
chance, fate, and numbers, and one man's strange journey
past the boundaries of the possible. David Caine inhabits a
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world of obsession, rich rewards, and rapid, destructive
downfalls. A compulsive gambler and brilliant mathematician
prone to crippling epileptic seizures, he possesses the
uncanny ability to calculate odds of any hand in the blink
of an eye. But one night at an underground poker club, Caine
makes a costly mi scalculation, sending his life spinning
out of control. Desperate, he agrees to test an experimental
drug with unnerving side effects: inexplicable visions of
the past, present, and future. Unsure whether he's
perceiving an alternate reality or suffering a psychotic
breakdown, Caine embarks on a journey that stretches beyond
the possible into the world of the improbable. Gradually, he
discovers the extent of his astonishing new ability -- but
powerful, shadowy forces know Caine's secret. Now Caine must
fight for his survival -- and his sanity . . .
The Secret History of Monsieur de Beaumarchais, the French
Playwright who Saved the American Revolution
Closing of the American Mind
The Improbable Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
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The Rebirth of a Great American School System and a Strategy
for America's Schools
Mission Improbable
A Guide to African American Wellness
American Tuna
The Improbable Birth of Yoga in America
In a lively account of the American tuna industry's fortunes
and misfortunes over the past century, a celebrated food
writer relates how tuna went from being sold primarily as a
fertiliser to becoming the most commonly consumed fish in
the US. Tuna is both the subject and the backdrop for other
facets of American history.
Columbia University began the second half of the twentieth
century in decline, bottoming out with the student riots of
1968. Yet by the close of the century, the institution had
regained its stature as one of the greatest universities in
the world. According to the New York Times, "If any one
person is responsible for Columbia's recovery, it is surely
Michael Sovern." In this memoir, Sovern, who served as the
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university's president from 1980 to 1993, recounts his sixtyyear involvement with the institution after growing up in
the South Bronx. He addresses key issues in academia, such
as affordability, affirmative action, the relative rewards
of teaching and research, lifetime tenure, and the role of
government funding. Sovern also reports on his many offcampus adventures, including helping the victims of the
Tuskegee syphilis experiment, stepping into the chairmanship
of Sotheby's, responding to a strike by New York City's
firemen, a police riot and threats to shut down the city's
transit system, playing a role in the theater world as
president of the Shubert Foundation, and chairing the
Commission on Integrity in Government.
A powerful memoir of resilience, friendship, family, and
food from the acclaimed chefs behind the award-winning Hy
Vong Vietnamese restaurant in Miami. Through powerful
narrative, archival imagery, and 20 Vietnamese recipes that
mirror their story, Mango & Peppercorns is a unique
contribution to culinary literature. In 1975, after narrowly
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escaping the fall of Saigon, pregnant refugee and gifted
cook Tung Nguyen ended up in the Miami home of Kathy
Manning, a graduate student and waitress who was taking in
displaced Vietnamese refugees. This serendipitous meeting
evolved into a decades-long partnership, one that eventually
turned strangers into family and a tiny, no-frills eatery
into one of the most lauded restaurants in the country.
Tung's fierce practicality often clashed with Kathy's freespirited nature, but over time, they found a harmony in
their contrasts—a harmony embodied in the restaurant's
signature mango and peppercorns sauce. • IMPORTANT,
UNIVERSAL STORY: An inspiring memoir peppered with recipes,
it is a riveting read that will appeal to fans of Roy Choi,
Ed Lee, Ruth Reichl, and Kwame Onwuachi. • TIMELY TOPIC:
This real-life American dream is a welcome reminder of our
country's longstanding tradition of welcoming refugees and
immigrants. This book adds a touchpoint to that larger
conversation, resonating beyond the bookshelf. • INVENTIVE
COOKBOOK: This book is taking genre-bending a step further,
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focusing on the story first and foremost with 20
complementary recipes. Perfect for: • Fans of culinary
nonfiction • Fans of Ruth Reichl, Roy Choi, Kwame Onwuachi,
and Anya Von Bremzen • Home cooks who are interested in
Asian food and cooking
A “marvelous…compelling” (The New York Times Book Review)
biography of literary icon Henry Adams—one of America’s most
prominent writers and intellectuals, who witnessed and
contributed to the United States’ dramatic transition from a
colonial society to a modern nation. Henry Adams is perhaps
the most eclectic, accomplished, and important American
writer of his time. His autobiography and modern classic The
Education of Henry Adams was widely considered one of the
best English-language nonfiction books of the 20th century.
The last member of his distinguished family—after greatgrandfather John Adams, and grandfather John Quincy Adams—to
gain national attention, he is remembered today as an
historian, a political commentator, and a memoirist. Now,
historian David Brown sheds light on the brilliant yet underPage 23/37
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celebrated life of this major American intellectual. Adams
not only lived through the Civil War and the Industrial
Revolution but he met Abraham Lincoln, bowed before Queen
Victoria, and counted Secretary of State John Hay, Senator
Henry Cabot Lodge, and President Theodore Roosevelt as
friends and neighbors. His observations of these powerful
men and their policies in his private letters provide a
penetrating assessment of Gilded Age America on the cusp of
the modern era. “Thoroughly researched and gracefully
written” (The Wall Street Journal), The Last American
Aristocrat details Adams’s relationships with his wife
(Marian “Clover” Hooper) and, following her suicide,
Elizabeth Cameron, the young wife of a senator and part of
the famous Sherman clan from Ohio. Henry Adams’s
letters—thousands of them—demonstrate his struggles with
depression, familial expectations, and reconciling with his
unwanted widower’s existence. Offering a fresh window on
nineteenth century US history, as well as a more “modern”
and “human” Henry Adams than ever before, The Last American
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Aristocrat is a “standout portrait of the man and his era”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review).
Improbable
1948
An Unlikely Trust
Improbable Patriot
The Improbable Life of a Cuban American Baseball Star
Using Fantasy Documents to Tame Disaster
The Great Oom
An Improbable Journey to the Heart of White America
From a two-time Pulitzer-winning historian comes an “insightful, compelling portrait” (New
York Times Book Review) of Wendell Willkie, the businessman-turned-presidential candidate.
Hailed as “the definitive biography of Wendell Willkie” (Irwin F. Gellman), The Improbable
Wendell Willkie offers an “engrossing and enlightening appraisal” (Ira Katznelson) of a
prominent businessman and Wall Street attorney presidential candidate who could have
saved America’s sclerotic political system. Although Willkie lost to FDR in 1940, acclaimed
historian David Levering Lewis demonstrates that the story of this Hoosier- born corporate
chairman’s life is “a powerful reminder of practical bipartisanship, visionary
internationalism, and committed civil liberties and civil rights” (Katrina vanden Heuvel).
Popular for his downhome mid-western charm and unaffected candor, Willkie possessed a
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supple intellect and a concealed disdain for political opportunism that, had he not died
prematurely, would have revolutionized American politics with its advocacy of bipartisanship
and social responsibility. “Meticulously researched and brilliantly written” (Douglas
Brinkley), The Improbable Wendell Willkie “brings the now largely unknown Willkie to a new
generation” (The New Yorker), reclaiming the legacy of an American icon.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. SEMI-FINALIST FOR THE PEN/DIAMONSTEIN-SPIELVOGEL
AWARD FOR ART OF THE ESSAY. One of Amazon, Buzzfeed, ELLE, Electric Literature and Pop
Sugar's Best Books of 2018. Named one of the Best Books of October and Fall by Amazon,
Buzzfeed, TIME, Vulture, The Millions and Vol. 1 Brooklyn. “Hilarious, nimble, and thoroughly
illuminating.” —Colson Whitehead, author of The Underground Railroad A globe-spanning,
ambitious book of essays from one of the most enthralling storytellers in narrative nonfiction
In his highly anticipated debut essay collection, Impossible Owls, Brian Phillips demonstrates
why he’s one of the most iconoclastic journalists of the digital age, beloved for his
ambitious, off-kilter, meticulously reported essays that read like novels. The eight essays
assembled here—five from Phillips’s Grantland and MTV days, and three new pieces—go
beyond simply chronicling some of the modern world’s most uncanny, unbelievable, and
spectacular oddities (though they do that, too). Researched for months and even years on
end, they explore the interconnectedness of the globalized world, the consequences of
history, the power of myth, and the ways people attempt to find meaning. He searches for
tigers in India, and uncovers a multigenerational mystery involving an oil tycoon and his
niece turned stepdaughter turned wife in the Oklahoma town where he grew up. Through
each adventure, Phillips’s remarkable voice becomes a character itself—full of verve, rich
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with offhanded humor, and revealing unexpected vulnerability. Dogged, self-aware, and
radiating a contagious enthusiasm for his subjects, Phillips is an exhilarating guide to the
confusion and wonder of the world today. If John Jeremiah Sullivan’s Pulphead was the last
great collection of New Journalism from the print era, Impossible Owls is the first of the
digital age.
It is said to be the most frequently spoken (or typed) word on the planet, more common
than an infant's first word ma or the ever-present beverage Coke. It was even the first word
spoken on the moon. It is "OK"--the most ubiquitous and invisible of American expressions,
one used countless times every day. Yet few of us know the hidden history of OK--how it was
coined, what it stood for, and the amazing extent of its influence. Allan Metcalf, a renowned
popular writer on language, here traces the evolution of America's most popular word,
writing with brevity and wit, and ranging across American history with colorful portraits of
the nooks and crannies in which OK survived and prospered. He describes how OK was born
as a lame joke in a newspaper article in 1839--used as a supposedly humorous abbreviation
for "oll korrect" (ie, "all correct")--but should have died a quick death, as most clever
coinages do. But OK was swept along in a nineteenth-century fad for abbreviations, was
appropriated by a presidential campaign (one of the candidates being called "Old
Kinderhook"), and finally was picked up by operators of the telegraph. Over the next century
and a half, it established a firm toehold in the American lexicon, and eventually became
embedded in pop culture, from the "I'm OK, You're OK" of 1970's transactional analysis, to
Ned Flanders' absurd "Okeley Dokeley!" Indeed, OK became emblematic of a uniquely
American attitude, and is one of our most successful global exports. "An appealing and
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informative history of OK." --Washington Post Book World "After reading Metcalf's book, it's
easy to accept his claim that OK is 'America's greatest word.'" --Erin McKean, Boston Globe
"Entertaininga treat for logophiles." --Kirkus Reviews "Metcalf makes you acutely aware of
how ubiquitous and vital the word has become." --Jeremy McCarter, Newsweek
From the comedian, actor, and former host of The Late Late Show comes an irreverent,
lyrical memoir in essays featuring his signature wit. Craig Ferguson has defied the odds his
entire life. He has failed when he should have succeeded and succeeded when he should
have failed. The fact that he is neither dead nor in a locked facility (at the time of printing) is
something of a miracle in itself. In Craig’s candid and revealing memoir, readers will get a
look into the mind and recollections of the unique and twisted Scottish American who
became a national hero for pioneering the world’s first TV robot skeleton sidekick and
reviving two dudes in a horse suit dancing as a form of entertainment. In Riding the
Elephant, there are some stories that are too graphic for television, too politically incorrect
for social media, or too meditative for a stand-up comedy performance. Craig discusses his
deep love for his native Scotland, examines his profound psychic change brought on by
fatherhood, and looks at aging and mortality with a perspective that he was incapable of as
a younger man. Each story is strung together in a colorful tapestry that ultimately reveals a
complicated man who has learned to process—and even enjoy—the unusual trajectory of his
life.
A Memoir of Altercations, Humiliations, Hallucinations, and Observations
My Sixty Years at Columbia and Other Adventures
Unwanted
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OK
A Very Improbable Story
The Brilliant Life and Improbable Education of Henry Adams
The Improbable Community
The Improbable Story of America's Greatest Word
A one-handed pitcher who became one of the select few to pitch a no-hitter in Major League Baseball,
explains how he rose above his disability to excel at the sport he loved through high school, college and
adulthood. Reprint.
Kat D. Williams traces Isabel “Lefty” Alvarez’s life from her childhood in Cuba to her reinvention of
herself as a professional American baseball player, illuminating the importance of sport as a source of
stability in a life defined by challenges.
A New York Times bestseller and “a passionate, urgent” (The New Yorker) examination of the growing
inequality gap from the bestselling author of Bowling Alone: why fewer Americans today have the
opportunity for upward mobility. Central to the very idea of America is the principle that we are a nation
of opportunity. But over the last quarter century we have seen a disturbing “opportunity gap” emerge.
We Americans have always believed that those who have talent and try hard will succeed, but this
central tenet of the American Dream seems no longer true or at the least, much less true than it was. In
Our Kids, Robert Putnam offers a personal and authoritative look at this new American crisis, beginning
with the example of his high school class of 1959 in Port Clinton, Ohio. The vast majority of those
students went on to lives better than those of their parents. But their children and grandchildren have
faced diminishing prospects. Putnam tells the tale of lessening opportunity through poignant life stories
of rich, middle class, and poor kids from cities and suburbs across the country, brilliantly blended with
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the latest social-science research. “A truly masterful volume” (Financial Times), Our Kids provides a
disturbing account of the American dream that is “thoughtful and persuasive” (The Economist). Our
Kids offers a rare combination of individual testimony and rigorous evidence: “No one can finish this
book and feel complacent about equal opportunity” (The New York Times Book Review).
The outrageous true story of the French plot to supply arms and ammunition to Washington's
Continental Army, and the bold French spy, inventor, playwright, and rogue behind it all
The American Dream in Crisis
Waking Up from My American Dream
Charlie's World
Essays
Isabel “Lefty” Alvarez
Why Coincidences, Miracles, and Rare Events Happen Every Day
Reclaiming Our Health
A Memoir of Food, an Unlikely Family, and the American Dream

The brilliant, controversial, bestselling critique of
American culture that “hits with the approximate force and
effect of electroshock therapy” (The New York Times)—now
featuring a new afterword by Andrew Ferguson in a twentyfifth anniversary edition. In 1987, eminent political
philosopher Allan Bloom published The Closing of the
American Mind, an appraisal of contemporary America that
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“hits with the approximate force and effect of electroshock
therapy” (The New York Times) and has not only been
vindicated, but has also become more urgent today. In clear,
spirited prose, Bloom argues that the social and political
crises of contemporary America are part of a larger
intellectual crisis: the result of a dangerous narrowing of
curiosity and exploration by the university elites. Now, in
this twenty-fifth anniversary edition, acclaimed author and
journalist Andrew Ferguson contributes a new essay that
describes why Bloom’s argument caused such a furor at
publication and why our culture so deeply resists its truths
today.
"Reveals a sensible way to rebuild public education and
close the achievement gap for all students. Indeed, this is
already happening in a most unlikely place: Union City, New
Jersey, a poor, crowded Latino community just across the
Hudson from Manhattan. Kirp explores the game-changing
reasons behind Union City's successful schools, including
quality early education, a word-soaked curriculum, and handsPage 31/37
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on help for teachers. Improbable scholars offers a playbook
for reform that will dramatically change our approach to
reviving public education"-The bizarre experiences of two childhood friends from
Scotland and of two illegitimate half-brothers from the
American South become mysteriously intertwined, in a bawdy,
hilarious debut novel by the host of The Late Late Show.
Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
Best Books of the Month: Wall Street Journal, Kirkus Reviews
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Gulf, a
sweeping cultural and natural history of the bald eagle in
America. The bald eagle is regal but fearless, a bird you’re
not inclined to argue with. For centuries, Americans have
celebrated it as “majestic” and “noble,” yet savaged the
living bird behind their national symbol as a malicious
predator of livestock and, falsely, a snatcher of babies.
Taking us from before the nation’s founding through
inconceivable resurgences of this enduring all-American
species, Jack E. Davis contrasts the age when native peoples
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lived beside it peacefully with that when others, whether
through hunting bounties or DDT pesticides, twice pushed
Haliaeetus leucocephalus to the brink of extinction. Filled
with spectacular stories of Founding Fathers, rapacious
hunters, heroic bird rescuers, and the lives of bald eagles
themselves—monogamous creatures, considered among the animal
world’s finest parents—The Bald Eagle is a much-awaited
cultural and natural history that demonstrates how this
bird’s wondrous journey may provide inspiration today, as we
grapple with environmental peril on a larger scale.
The Improbable Glories of the Best American Comic Books
The Improbable Adventures of a Hong Kong Cockatoo and His
American Family
In Full Uniform
Theodore Roosevelt, J.P. Morgan, and the Improbable
Partnership That Remade American Business
Riding the Elephant
An Improbable Life
The Improbable Wendell Willkie: The Businessman Who Saved
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the Republican Party and His Country, and Conceived a New
World Order
The Audacity of Hope
A first African-American governor of Massachusetts draws on
lessons from his own life and career to counsel readers on how
to build a meaningful community and country, sharing stories
from his disadvantaged youth while describing his views on the
transcendent power of friendship and faith. 100,000 first
printing.
“An interactive and empowering book” to help African American
men and women create a new vision of better health and navigate
the health care system (BET.com). According to the federal
Office of Minority Health, African Americans “are affected by
serious diseases and health conditions at far greater rates than
other Americans.” In fact, African Americans suffer an estimated
85,000 excess deaths every year from diseases we know how to
prevent: heart disease, stroke, cancer, high blood pressure, and
diabetes. In this important and accessible book, Dr. Michelle
Gourdine provides African Americans with the knowledge and
guidance they need to take charge of their wellbeing. Reclaiming
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Our Health begins with an overview of the primary health
concerns facing African Americans and explains who is at
greatest risk of illness. Expanding on her career and life
experiences as an African American physician, Dr. Gourdine
presents key insights into the ways African American culture
shapes health choices—how beliefs, traditions, and values can
influence eating choices, exercise habits, and even the decision
to seek medical attention. She translates extensive research
into practical information and presents readers with concrete
steps for achieving a healthier lifestyle, as well as strategies
for navigating the health-care system. This interactive guide
with illustrations is a vital resource for every African
American on how to live a healthier and more empowered life, and
an indispensable handbook for health-care providers, policy
makers, and others working to close the health gap among people
of color. Says Gourdine, “I wrote this book to empower our
community to solve our own health problems and save our own
lives.”
American on PurposeThe Improbable Adventures of an Unlikely
PatriotHarper Collins
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In the spirit of a young Barack Obama's Dreams from My Father,
comes a candid and compelling memoir about race and poverty in
America. In many ways, there was no reason Julian Castro would
have been expected to be a success. Born to unmarried parents in
a poverty-stricken neighborhood of a struggling city, his
prospects of escaping his circumstance seemed bleak. But he and
his twin brother Joaquin had something going for them: their
mother. A former political activist, she provided the launch pad
for what would become an astonishing ascent. Julian and Joaquin
would go on to attend Stanford and Harvard before entering
politics at the ripe age of 26. Soon after, Joaquin become a
state representative and Julian was elected mayor of San
Antonio, a city he helped revitalize and transform into one of
the country's leading economies. His success in Texas propelled
him onto the national stage, where he was the keynote speaker at
the 2012 DNC--the same spot President Obama held three
conventions prior--and then to Washington D.C. where he served
as the Obama Administration's Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development. After being shortlisted as a potential running mate
for Hillary Clinton, he is now seen by many as a future
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presidential candidate. Julian Castro's story not only affirms
the American dream, but also resonates with millions, who in an
age of political cynicism and hardening hearts are searching for
a new hero. No matter one's politics, this book is the
transcendent story of a resilient family and the unlikely
journey of an emerging national icon.
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